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DEFINITIONS AND DISCUSSION

• Is there any justification for the use of the term apper-
ception? Is apperception a mental process to be distinguished
from perception, on the one hand, and, on the other, from
certain so-called higher mental processes, such as reasoning
and foresight?

Reviewing the accepted textbooks on psychology we find
that in some the word apperception does not even appear,
while in others it is used with a wide divergence of meaning.
Briefly: (i) Angell does not use the term, but he discusses
perception as a synthetic process, a process of combining the
new and the old, whereby form and meaning are given to the
new. (2) In Calkins, 'perception as assimilation' is briefly
presented. (3) James regards perception, recognition, inter-
pretation, elaboration all as synonymous. No use is made
by him of the specific term apperception. (4) Pillsbury says
that memory images help to interpret new material; hence
the function of perception is 'to see into things.' (5) Tit-
chener, considering apperception, states, " I t is a question
whether there is any real gain in the introduction of the
term," and reaches the conclusion that 'perception' is
adequate without the use of 'apperception.' (6) Thorndike
does not include it in his 'Elements of Psychology'; he says,
"Every act of perception is really an act of association or
assimilation."

Turning to some of those who use the term, we find that
(1) in Baldwin's dictionary apperception is defined as "the
process of attention in so far as it involves interaction between
the presentation attended to, on the one hand, and the total
preceding conscious content together with performed mental
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disposition, on the other." (2) Dewey devotes some pages
to the discussion and defines apperception as "that activity
of the mind in which the significance is brought out through
becoming explicitly conscious of relations involved." (3)
Munsterberg says, "A perception in which the relation to
other objects predominates is apperception." (4) Stout goes
into the matter in great detail; his general position is that
understanding, interpreting, identifying, subsuming, all in-
volve apperception, the common feature being that the new
presentation develops significance by connecting it with
some mental preformation. (5) Wundt uses the term to
designate the process by which any content is brought to
clear comprehension. (6) Warren in his recent book, 'Hu-
man Psychology,' uses the term with an entirely different
meaning, giving as an equivalent expression, 'focused per-
ception.' He states that apperception is a phase of the
perceptual process whereby certain elements of a situation
or certain stimuli from among a group become 'focused' or
clear.

Finally, in education the term apperception has been
greatly used ever since Herbart laid such stress upon it—
here of course it means specifically the interpretation of the
new in the light of the old, the process by which new pres-
entations align themselves with old elements, thus forming
systems of ideas.

Among the first group of opinions 'perception' involves
the idea of assimilation; the perceptive process refers usually
to the recognition or identifying of some object, e.g., an
orange or a table is perceived when it is recognized as such,
possessing all the attributes which previous experience has
shown it to possess. The object is then 'perceived' or
'apperceived.' The most common feature of the second
group of definitions is the inclusion under the term apper-
ception of the ideas of significance, interpretation, relation-
ship.

Perhaps to differentiate apperception from other mental
processes, to try to find any distinctions between it and
them, to see what it is not, may help to clarify and limit the
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meaning. Apperception is not mere recognition or perception
of an object or idea, it involves much more the element of
relation. Nor is the distinguishing feature merely memory
or association, though both must be present to some extent;
they, of course, are the prime elements in the perceptual
foundations of apperception. Again, though reasoning also
may be involved yet there is a distinction; even with reasoning
reduced to a minimum apperception may be present. Apper-
ception has in common with reasoning the need for judging
which of the elements of a situation are the essential ones,
but in apperception there is not necessarily awakening of a
full round of associations or known facts.

Although (as we shall see later) sometimes classed as
belonging with imagination and invention, apperception does
not require invention of any data, for all the data are given;
the essential process is that of seeing the relations between
supplied data, whether observational or ideational. Nor can
it be altogether satisfactorily regarded as a ' combinatory'
process, for in combining one may put together anything.
One may add 2 and 2, or 2 and anything else, sometimes even
with the avowed purpose of producing some ingenious or
fanciful result. Indeed, as Warren says, invention is com-
bining phenomena into new forms. Apperception does not
do this.

In an interesting paper, 'The Mechanics of Intelligence,'
Warren, discussing types of intelligence, speaks of the intel-
ligence required in adjustments to new situations. He
analyzes the intelligence involved in the playing of games,
citing chess as an example, and says that aside from learning
certain principles or moves there is required here the choosing
between possibilities, none of which obviously outweighs the
others, and the determining from move to move what is to be
the next procedure.

It seems clear that in so far as each move is decided upon in
its relations to the whole plan of procedure, apperception is
involved and forms the basis for determining which of the
possibilities, apparently equally good, is in reality the best.
In this case the apperception concerns itself with the relation-
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ship between the immediate situation and the future possi-
bilities. As the game proceeds there is at each move a
resizing up of the situation, perhaps a change in plan; the
apperceptive process is here constantly in play. So, though
in apperception foresight is not always involved, yet, con-
trariwise, foresight always involves apperception; indeed
foresight is a kind of apperception.

To return to a positive statement regarding apperception,
we may say that it deals with an immediate situation, in
which the main problem is concerned with the relations
between two or more elements, present or to be realized. It
is the interpretation of two or more features of a situation,
each in light of the others. The perception of these features
may be readily accomplishable. Reasoning may be more or
less involved. The apperceptive process is not as simple as
association, the relationships to be grasped are not so much a
matter of mechanical habit, they require more thought. And
yet they are not so undetermined and new as to require crea-
tive imagination. Apperception is in fact the 'sizing up of a
situation,' the interpretation of all the aspects, each in the
light of the other, a 'seeing into' an immediate situation,
however the latter may be presented.

We may illustrate what we have in mind by the Healy1

Pictorial Completion Test II, in which there are 10 pictures
each representing some activity of the same boy. Let us take
the picture where the boy is walking to school. There is no
single feature in the picture which cannot readily be perceived
and understood—the boy is walking along, a fence behind him
—he is swinging his books, the strap is loose. A little study of
the picture shows that something has probably fallen out of
the strap. The reasoning required for the correct solution is
also easy. As we see by the preceding picture he had three
books. He now has only two books—what is missing?
Studied as a problem in reasoning it is absurdly easy, yet as
a matter of apperception our experience shows that it is fre-

1 This test, completed in 1919 and used as part of the performance scale of the
Army, is described in the June, 1921, number of the Journal 0} Educational Psychology.
Directions for giving and norms are to be found there.
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quently misinterpreted. Instead of the missing book, the
lunch box or the pencil box may be placed. Sometimes
even the dog is inserted in the blank square. The correct
solution depends upon sizing up the situation, upon inter-
preting it in the light of the relationships; it depends upon
seeing that some one alternative outweighs another, though
not obviously so unless the relationships are appreciated. Had
the boy not started with three books it would be equally as
logical to place in the square the lunch box or the pencil
box, either one of which might have slipped from the strap.

If our definition of apperception is accepted there can be
little doubt of its great importance to the individual in many
circumstances of life. The ability to see the relation between
things, to interpret a situation sensibly and intelligently is
exceedingly necessary and valuable. Apperception is an
activity constantly used. It is, as Dewey says, "That
activity of the mind in which the significance is brought out."
It is essential in meeting everyday experiences, in perceiving
our relations to other individuals; indeed it is one tremen-
dously important and essentially conditioning aspect of
behavior.

ESTIMATING APPERCEPTIVE ABILITIES
What means are available for gauging an individual's

apperceptive abilities? Are there any tests specifically
designed for this purpose? To what extent do so-called
tests for general intelligence measure these capacities, and to
what extent are they incidentally measured by other tests
commonly in use?

Again first considering the literature on the subject, we
find several points of considerable interest made by the
formulators of so-called age scales. Terman, in 'The Meas-
urement of Intelligence' says that defining chair, fork and
similar words "throws interesting light on the maturity of
the child's apperceptive processes." This is hardly in
accord with our definition of the term, apperceptive process—
the child certainly is not sizing up the situation, seeing the
relationship between various aspects when he defines in
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terms other than those of use; he knows the percept, probably
the concept, chair; how he defines it depends very largely
on the stage of his language development and perhaps on
how easily he thinks his examiner may be satisfied. It is
the method of expression that is the point. Binet, speaking
of this test, states that it gives an indication of the child's
general notions and of his ability to put simple ideas into
words. Of this same test it is stated in the Yerkes-Bridges
Point Scale that it calls for ideation, association and analysis.

This is the only use of the term apperception found in
Terman's book; in the analysis of no other test do we find
him using the word, but there is considerable discussion
about the 'completion test' idea, of which we shall speak
later when considering the Ebbinghaus test.

In the book on the Yerkes-Bridges Point Scale, a modi-
fication of the Binet-Simon tests, we find interpretation of
pictures singled out as involving, among other mental proc-
esses, apperception. No doubt in 'explaining the picture'
the child does interpret, picking out what to him is significant
and interpreting this in the light of relationships. At least,
this occurs at the higher ages, when meaning rather than
enumeration or description is stressed. But the answers
required are meager and the test first appears at the fifteen-
year level, so that very little gauge of apperception is offered.

Several tests included in age scales may properly be
discussed briefly here though they are not incorporated in
the scale to measure apperception, according to the authors.
The analogies found in the Yerkes-Bridges Scale require
comprehending relationships between two nouns and stating
the same relationship between two other nouns. Here
apperception is needed, as it is in the so-called mixed rela-
tionship test, but there is much less of the element of de-
termining the essentials, less of what we have called sizing up
the situation. There are no seemingly obvious other possi-
bilities, the main one to be decided upon, for the single
relationship to be realized is already picked out. According
to the authors of the scale this test requires logical judgment
based on analysis, reasoning, attention and memory.
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The absurdities test, found in all age scales, is another
instance where the relationship between ideas is essential in
the solution. Terman calls this a test of critical powers and
of judgment. The authors of the Yerkes-Bridges Scale
call it a test for logical judgment based on imagination,
analysis and reasoning. The critical power or logical judg-
ment involved depends upon seeing that the relationships
expressed in the anecdotes are irreconcilable, that is, the
relationship itself is not to be formulated by the individual
being tested, but he must appreciate it in order that the
statement be recognized as impossible. In other words,
apperception is involved in so far as one cannot be critical
about a situation unless he grasps the import of the situation.

We should regard the Ebbinghaus Completion test as one
requiring apperception; Whipple placed this well-known test
among tests of imagination and invention, calling it a 'com-
binatory' test; he lists it with the ink blot and some other
tests. He states that if the Ebbinghaus test is easy, it
becomes virtually a test of controlled association; if difficult,
a test of creative imagination. Terman thinks this test
involves command of language and to some extent memory
and association; Pyle, that it is to some extent a test of
reasoning capacity.

Trabue, who has modified the original paragraph form of
the Ebbinghaus test into separate sentences increasing in
difficulty to form a scale, makes only the general statement
that the scale measures ability along certain lines closely
related to language. Surveying these opinions we see that
there is no considerable agreement between the views regard-
ing the Ebbinghaus test and its modifications. Language,
of course, is involved. One must both understand the
portions of the sentences given and have at his command a
vocabulary adequate to supply the missing words. Where
the idea expressed is very simple, the missing word can be
supplied by easily controlled association, e.g., "Good boys
• kind their sisters." But as the sentences
grow more and more difficult it becomes necessary to grasp
the meaning of the parts which are separated by the elisions
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and to find a true relationship between them. We cannot
agree with Whipple that imagination and invention are
largely involved, and that independent, even seemingly-
contradictory impressions are to be combined. The relation-
ship between the ideas may be stated by inserting words
similar in meaning, but the idea itself does not permit inven-
tion, it is clearly determined; the parts are not independent,
there is supposed to be and is a relationship which obtains
no matter with what words the elisions are filled. Thus, in
the Trabue tests, language is the tool and the prerequisite
for success in all the sentences, but in the more difficult, at
least, apperception would seem to be required. A large
element in the practical value of the test is dependent on the
language ability which unquestionably complicates the result
as far as gauging apperceptive ability is concerned.

Most similar to language completion tests in some ways
are the Healy pictorial completion tests. Here there are
omissions, but of parts of a picture instead of words. In
both, the subject who is being tested has a certain situation
presented, one pictorially, the other in words. In both the
subject has a stock of ideas from which to draw, the one
pictures, the other vocabulary. Reasoning, as such, in both
is very simple and neither involves much foresight. The
simple situations in the Healy pictorial test differ from the
simple sentences of the Trabue, which may be solved so
largely by association. The Trabue sentences also give aids
which minimize the necessity for recognition of relations as
in phrases where idiomatic forms are so well associated in
the memory. So we see that in filling out the Trabue sen-
tences appreciation of relationship of ideas is not always
needed.

In the Healy pictorial test situations are presented in a
form that does not depend upon knowledge of language.
The situations pictured are all well within ordinary experience;
hence the perceptions should be correct. What is mainly
required is sizing up of the situations, interpreting them,
seeing the relationship between the activity depicted and
the missing piece. The reasoning is almost nil, once the
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essential element is seen. The significance is due to relation-
ships, the meaning of one element in the light of others.
Little creative imagination is needed, since the stock of ideas
is furnished in the pieces. In the improved new test these
points are made vastly clearer, the situations are more
complicated and require better appreciation of the elements
in each than is found in the old pictorial test.

One other type of test is interesting to compare with
those for apperception—namely those where the problem is
one of generalization, as in the 'multiple choice test' in
various forms. Here the relationship is realized through
the process of dissociation. The relationship is the one
unchanging feature in a succession of experiences, all the
other concomitants of which vary. The realization of the
law of relationship is reached through repetition of experience.
Thus generalization is here arrived at through dissociation
rather than through apperception.

It is obviously not possible to attempt an analysis of all
tests now in use which require apperceptive powers to some
extent. In many apperception is involved, but complicated
by other processes and hence difficult to disentangle. Usually
it is not involved sufficiently to allow one to make any
interpretation of the subject's apperceptive abilities.

There still remains a very interesting and practically
important point; namely the relationship between apper-
ceptive abilities and so-called 'general intelligence.' To
what extent is an intelligence quotient diagnostic of this
perhaps more specialized capacity?

A survey of the results attained on various tests by a
group of 1,043 cases studied at the Judge Baker Foundation,
729 of whom are repeated offenders, shows a low correlation
between Pictorial Completion Test II. score and the Stanford-
Binet intelligence quotient. For twelve-year-olds the co-
efficient of correlation is 33, for sixteen-year-olds it is 10.
For this group, then, the Terman I. Q. does not afford a
measure of apperceptive ability. Furthermore, comparison
of the results obtained by the selected groups with those
obtained by an unselected group, tested in order to obtain
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age-norms, shows that delinquents as a group do not differ
from an unselected group of non-delinquents sufficiently to
be significant. But individual case-studies show that in
instances defective apperceptions are directly related to
delinquency, indeed are perhaps the main cause.

CONCLUSION

We have attempted to show that there is justification
for considering apperception as a mental process, important
to be taken into account in estimating abilities, involved
frequently in other mental activities, yet distinct from them.
If this is true, we need to consider which tests enable us best
to study this ability. The Pictorial Completion test would
seem to measure little else than apperception and hence to
be a splendid means of estimating it, while the Trabue
Language Scales give a measure of it but so influenced by
language ability that the latter must always be taken into
consideration. In cases studied at the Judge Baker Foun-
dation, apperceptive ability as measured by Healy Pictorial
Completion Test II. correlates but slightly with the intel-
ligence quotient obtained on the Stanford-Binet Scale. This
makes it all the more urgent to study by means of specialized
tests the apperceptive ability of individuals since, among
both the mentally normal and the defective, it represents a
particularized ability that has prognostic value and important
social implications.


